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Today in luxury:

Louis Vuitton to reopen New Bond Street flagship with a color burst

Rain is forecast for Wednesday evening, just in time for the opening of Louis Vuitton's refurbished flagship on New
Bond Street, but that shouldn't matter a whit. In fact, the rain and dark skies should only enhance the experience, says
Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

With ready-to-wear launch, Liberty London doubles down on its own brand

On Thursday, Liberty London's first in-house womenswear collection will land on the shop floor. And then begins
the real test of whether an upscale in-house fashion label can thrive, according to Vogue Business.

Click here to read the entire article on Vogue Business

"Just too much": Meet the uber-rich who want a wealth tax

When the grand vacation homes of Newport Beach were empty on a beautiful Memorial Day weekend, Molly
Munger decided it was time for the U.S. to consider taxing wealth, per The New York Times.

Click here to read the entire article on The New York Times

Elon Musk set up his Shanghai Gigafactory in record time

Sometime in late 2019, the first Chinese-made Tesla Model 3 destined for customers will roll off an assembly line at
Tesla Inc.'s new Shanghai Gigafactory. When that happens, it'll be a rare case in which Elon Musk, the company's
famously scattered chief executive officer, has managed to hit one of his famously ambitious deadlines, reports
Bloomberg.
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Click here to read the entire article on Bloomberg
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